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Introduction
Just over a year ago, the Red Poets celebrated our first full booklength publication when we launched Alun Rees' book Yesterday's
Tomorrow at the Millenium Centre in Cardiff Bay. Alun had only
recently been through major heart surgery and it is a tribute to his
character that he managed to read so well.
I shall always remember the sight of Jazz blasting his Giro City as
the punters in full evening garb arrived for Miss Saigon: they were
shocked still with utter disbelief!
At the same venue, I read on St David's Day this year. It was, of
course, the day when the Senedd was opened by one Elizabeth
Windsor. Over 400 republican protesters greeted her presence with
the respect due to the representative of a monarchy symbolic of
Empire, exploitation and class privilege. Such a spirited demo.
gained barely a column inch in the Western Mail and a passing word
on the equally sycophantic broadcast media.
Because of the visit of her and her family of ridiculously expensive
wasters, the whole of the Bay was transformed into a police state
for the day. There were marksmen on many rooftops, the Centre
itself was evacuated because of a suspect package and I saw one
Asian-looking tourist surrounded by police and security in the foyer
later and meticulously searched.
Still it was a pleasure to read, especially when half the audience
walked out when I attacked the English monarch's role that day and
suggested the money would be better spent on the arts, particularly
in Merthyr Tudful, where we have no theatre, no cinema and still no
Arts Centre.
But Merthyr is fighting back and things are starting to happen. A
recent book of short stories called All Roads Lead To Merthyr was
published, comprising work by people from the town. For the arts to
flourish, we need more local initiatives such as this and, hopefully,
poetry will be at the vanguard, with the Red Poets playing their
part.

Mike Jenkins

(co-editor)
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Phonecalls

we talk
about the places
people
things we know.
about each other.
you midst the comforts
me among the rats.

you enquire
&
so I describe
my moth-devoured shirt.
I enquire
&
you describe
your combustible silk top.

we laugh & take them off.
our laughter strips us
peculiarly
down
teill there’s nothing
to laugh at.

I tell you
I love you
your pyromania.
quickly you suggest a little blaze
and
we
toss
a small inferno
back
&
forth.
inevitably
comes the knocking
on my door.
every time I shudder
say we have to halt
creep to the spy-hole.
it’s always this way.
you bare with me
&
I ask you to hold fire.

Cover photo: Al Jones
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Welsh hats

The English believe Welsh costume
is finished with a stove-pipe hat.
It is a tourist fantasy, sold out in postcards,
where Jane Jones posed in a Paisley shawl,
with basket and knitting, at a Welsh “tea party”.
The English think we all wore bonnets,
faces framed with goffered frills,
and pristine blouses, edged with lace.
My Grandmother wore rough flannel,
black as her sugarless tea, and a sacking apron.
The hat of Lady Llanover lies in the Fenni museum.
By some wizardry, I held it
and in the silken darkness of the crown,
it spoke and told of the sorting.
I heard the music of the triple harp
played by blind Gruffydd
and the swish of wings from Gwenni,
pet owl of Carnhuanawc, as she landed on his shoulder,
talons clutching the fabric of his home-spun suit.
In the thirties came the “Dai cap” and we were flattened.
Resentment stayed buttoned under the peak.
The Prince who did nothing, the other who cannot speak
Welsh,
and English intrusion, elbowing out language.
Under our hats, Welsh are still “long in the head”,
proud of literary achievement and crowned bards.
At heart, I am Welsh,
but my tongue is English.
I wear a baseball cap,
and shaded eyes can see clearly into the past,
but now in this age,
I do not know which hat to wear.

Irene Thomas
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Nostalgia

Living in the past?
Not me!!
Not with a downstairs loo, one upstairs
and central heating.
Go back to the “good old days”?
NO WAY!!!
Back to the cold shivering under dad’s coat
spread-eagled on the bed, over cold patchwork,
tailor’s samples, in nut brown and black
herring-boned together by Gran’s slow fingers.
Dressing under bedclothes,
shivering and willing the fire to burn up,
best coal dragged into flame behind a tin blower,
the chimney devouring heat.
“Bara Dwr” for supper;
crusts in a cup,
softened with hot water,
and spiced with salt and pepper.
Sharing an Oxo between three.
Not any more - not me!
But sometimes, I sit in my Mr Sheen’d house,
in front of imitation coal,
wishing for Welsh cakes rising on the griddle
and Gran turning them tenderly.
Her cheeks reddened with heat from the fire,
lighting deep recesses around her mouth
where laughter sometimes lived.

Irene Thomas
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Beauty is in the eyes of the beholder
It might not be
how people see beauty
conventionally.
But it does it for me.

It’s now how Edmund Burke
might have it
(he and those who
think they know how beauty’s made)
I’m afraid his terms and criteria
are plainly untrue:
this is not small, smooth or fragile
this is B&Q.

It’s big, it’s red
it’s a big, red shed
that brightens the view
when you’re sick of the rolling hills
that the wormy river slithers through.

Phew!
Released at last from nature’s vast canvas of green
- and where have you been?
Up to your eyeballs in ragged weeds
scratched by brambles, stung by nettles
splashed with mud and cow pats up to your knees.
But at the final bend,
when your eyes are screaming for something new
you’ll turn and, there, in all its splendour is B&Q.
Civilisation.
To be and to queue.
To exist as a somebody in society
and never lacking the right kind of screw.
It throbs like a hot hob
and draws me to its nest of straight tin walls
so picturesque
like a stiff plastic vest.
As far as I can see
this is beauty at its best.
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Emily Hinshelwood

This patient stone

written after reading Azar Nafisi’s Reading Lolita in Tehran.
A memoir in books (Fourth Estate, 2004)
It takes it all - this small brown stone
every moan and grumble on a Monday morning
every curse hurled from the forks of my rabid tongue
it takes it all - this stone once thrown
by the tide a thousand times a day
then flung at my feet and taken home.
And now it sits in this
booked study where the clock ticks
in strict precision - order imposed;
far from the frothing spill, the romping waves
where the song of the soul is daily composed.

It’s silent, and patient
like the wild thyme squeezed in a pot
no rugged hills, no hollering wind
its roots inturned, self-strangled in a grasping knot.
Like the bear in the zoo who rocks in silent
insanity, crouched on the floor in the shit
of its mate who knocks and rattles
at the padlocked gate.
Like the girl caged in the black chador
who remembers the feel of the rain on her arms
and longs to read Lolita in Tehran
flogged for a wisp of hair
for a bare inch of her delicate skin.
I urge with inner hurt to return this stone
to the playful sea so why the mind’s cool reply? The reasoned case;
the logicked tangle that matts a nest
for idleness and inactivity?

Emily Hinshelwood
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The bars of Cymru

There are ever more pubs in Cymru
say the happy bars of Rhymney.
Theme nights are the future
say the chain bars of Merthyr.
A multinational is the true owner
say the tied bars of the Rhondda.
Cheap booze is a blinder
say the full bars of Blaina.
You will walk home willy-nilly
say the crazy bars of Caerphilly.
Drink-driving leads to grief
say the loud bars of Neath.
A hangover makes you sullen
say the jazz bars of Brecon.
Too much beer makes you queasy
say the heaving bars of Swansea.
Put the drunks in court
cry the fine bars of Newport.
If only I had been sober, if
say the sad bars of Cardiff.
We shall keep our prices very high
sing the tourist bars in Hay-on-Wye.
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Phil Knight

War museum

On one great war day
my grandad saw
a thousand or so Frenchmen
marching off to die
and as they went on their way
they did not sing or whistle
instead they bleated
like a vast flock of sheep.
The abbatoir heroes are now
remembered in black
and white in the War Museum
not in blood and mud.
The air stinks of polish
and fresh-baked cakes.
There is no hint of cordite
but the guns do glow
and the buttons are bright.
Each year teachers take
children into this ossuary
to learn the glory of our
Island Race and find only
a sepulchre of Imperialism,
dealth and never-ending hate.
Entombed in that awful place
you will not discover
the arms dealer’s chequebook
or poor Tommy’s pathetic tin medal
and his artificial leg.

Phil Knight
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The magistrates visit Parc,
South Wales
Good day, ladies and gentlemen,
or should I say, your worships?
Welcome to our prison, seven years old,
privately run, bang up to date, you might say,
exactly like the one in Nevada, USA.

(an upturned submarine, breakers of barbed wire)

Here is the Visiting Hall:
Each prisoner may have three visitors
who must sit down if adult.
A child of ten counts too, must have a chair to sit.
It’s like the airlines, really, isn’t it?
(a girdered roof, and people going nowhere)
Here’s my office and in this bottle I really wouldn’t sniff it, sir is home-made hooch we found yesterday.
It’s orange squash and anything to ferment it bread, vitamin pills. You can put a sock in it.

(he wrinkles his nose)
Now into this compartment, please.
Yes, madam, just like an an air-lock.
This is B Wing, no, you can’t go in
and I must introduce this officer
in charge of Oasys, our offender assessment system.
(through the porthole window see the young men swim with goldfish stare)
This is an empty cell, at present. We are expecting lifers.
Only a few ligature points, quite good, really.
Sorry that bell startled you, your worships.
It’s just to check nobody’s on the out.
Do look at their art work as you leave.
(their pictures thirst for Africa and sky)
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Ellie Evans

War dream
His cries slice night like scalpels
through taut silk, dim shriek
after shriek after shriek.
Plunging for a light-switch
I find windows open
on dry London grass, hedge,
a silent streetlamp.
Even the privet is dying
but into bruised dark
a woman’s voice soothes:
It’s alright. Al-right now.
There-there. The-re, the-re.
(Yet who and where?)
Light flare in woken houses.
In waking hours her man,
ex-submariner, plots
the hedge, commands flowers
yet most nights sees steel burst
dark green seas whale into
submarine chambers,
press them to ocean beds.
Fetid vessels implode
like tin-cans
men wallow in that darkness.
For fifty years the same dream
tears scabbed sleep from his wound.
Dawn’s periscope sees him rest,
light stroke the sunken grass.

Peter Gruffydd
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Questioner
So you work in a prison?
The people you must meet!
D’you meet murderers, rapists!
Is so-and-so there? You know!
Ugh, dunno how you do it!
You’re not allowed to tell!
Oh I wouldn’t tell anyone
I swear! No-one’s listening.
She leans forward, lips parted
eyes shiny, hooks for horrid tales.
If all the pints in this pub
were free to me for the rest
of my life I’d tell you nothing
to tickle your suburban soul.
By the way - it’s your round.

Peter Gruffydd
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Zero Anniversary
A tree can be grasped in the ground
and stuck back in the wrong way up its branches to scour the earth,
its roots to bleach the sky
Is your city surrounded?
Listen! Is that just the usual grumble of traffic? Or is it
the thump of helicopters?
A sculpture can be constructed
out of twisted glass and girders or of simple hairgrips, books and coats
strung out from hand to hand, from head to hand,
to hand,
to head
to hand
Is there an enraged fence along the border?
A gaggle of cameras waiting to weep on command?
Write 57,000 poems about your city,
and make them in your own impossible way.
Today’s the anniversary of things to come detect the twigs still tugging underground,
the roots of things against a clear sky.

Graham Hartill
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Workers
A donkey
climbing a mountain,
slowly,
trembling beneath the burden of the panniers.
(His hopeful ears
slant towards the summit.)
A bricklayer
setting brick upon.
(His humming is monotonous,
endless.)
God,
hard at work with the stars.
(His silence is profound.)

Proletarios - Luis Muñoz Marín
(translated by Alun Hughes)
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A bookish worker’s questions
Who built Thebes with its seven gates?
In the books stand the names of kings.
Did kings haul the blocks of stone?
And oft destroyed Babylon,
who rebuilt it so many times?

In which houses
of shimmering, golden Lima did the builders live?

Where, on the evening when the Wall of China was finished,
did the bricklayers go?
Mighty Rome is full of triumphal arches.
Who raised them? Over whom did the Caesars triumph?
Did Byzantium, of which so many songs were sung,
have only palaces for those who lived there?

Even in fabled Atlantis, on the night that the sea engulfed it,
drowning men bellowed for their slaves.
As a young man Alexander conquered India.
By himself?
Caesar beat the Gauls.
Didn’t he at least have a cook with him?

Philip of Spain wept, as his Armada foundered.
Did nobody else cry?

Frederick the Second won in the Seven Years’ War.
Who won, besides him?
Each page a victory.
Who cooked the victory feast?
Every ten years a great man.
Who paid the expenses?
So many stories.
So many questions.

Fragen eines lesenden Arbeiters - Bertolt Brecht

(translated by Alun Hughes)
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Psycho
is a friend of mine, who makes me think
is it even possible to be this pissed in the morning?
Before the pubs are open - before a driving lesson?
Before breakfast we are getting on a bus no questions
asked, and necking vodka - answering only to Psycho’s
liquid mood. The driver knows we’re up to it. Smoking
loudly on the top deck. Rollies. Slyly taking hash pipes
in the back just confirms it. There’s only one of us
on this bus prepared to fight for thin air. And he watches
football in the park as we pass. Cracks another one open,
saying: Christ Shane - isn’t it too early for that? I laugh.
And the shudder that follows I put down to Lampeter Council:
As we take another wrong turning, drinking and being driven
further into no man’s land, without a ticket, or plans to return
in any fit state to go home with.

Shane Crees
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We only speak English
“Innit orfwl, about im an at ole tart”
“Too royal, eez oluzz bin a twat”
“Yeh, wy duzz iz Missus put up with im?”
“Wen I sees im I wont to it im”
“Ooz iss cummin up by yurr now?”
“Ife ma’r ffordd i Abertawe?”
“Uh? Wodd oo say now?”
“Arr oo a Jurrmann?”
“No, I’m Welsh?”
“We only speaks English by yurr”
“Oh sorry, I’m looking for Swansea”
“Thaz ok izz down by therr see”
“Diolch yn fawr, goodbye”
“Thank god eez gonn thawt ee woz a Jurrmann”
“Stoopid Welshy kundt!”

Ioan ap Trefor
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talkin

talking bout the 90s moving on into noughty turf. talkin bout the truth buried alive. it’s just
been unearthed. talkin bout a quick fix - a pic n mix of compromising pix. talkin bout the sick
stuff that happens when two types of people mix. talkin bout steven lawrence; talkin bout a
neighbour cut up in rwanda; talkin bout a bristol kid beat to shit in a welsh village for an
accent and a lineage. talkin bout being called bad stuff for wearing black stuff. talkin bout
violence based on fuck all that i can say. talkin bout chavs and their ways, talkin bout kill and
be killed, i’m talkin bout the end of days carrying on and on til someone says nostradamus
was talking bullshit. talkin bout the churches and their lies, in it together till someone else’s
end. talkin bout the sacrament of pretend, the power play of christ, zealots round the bend,
some poor sod dies. talkin bout mass suicides (and petty little genocides). talkin bout a
person wiped off the world and missed, talkin bout how the world misses it when a people is
wiped off instead. talkin bout how to resist. talkin about israeli tanks shooting little kids;
bout xenophobia, the fear that grips ya when i spit the phrase “asylum seeka”. talkin bout a
neighbourhood of ash blowing over the skulls of baghdad. talkin bout life down premature,
talkin bout the US engineering the death of 3 thousand in manhattan; talkin bout
nonchalance at mass murder first world style. talkin bout defiling the files as a crime of the
worst, first degree style. talkin bout the fading smile of a man running over his own only
child. talkin bout a kid in rio butchered by brazil’s own brand of street sweeping with a death
list. talkin bout a pakistani girl pelted with acid while the reaper takes a starving ethiopian
child. talkin bout freedom of choice taken to the wrong extreme - because you WILL choose
to adopt, ADOPT, A D O P T the american dream. talkin bout the world bank and the IMF.
talkin bout structural adjustment programs while the lucky rest of us adjust to the dust of the
rust eatin’ smoke breathin’ hollow western husk. talkin bout capitalism, globalisation and the
state of the nations. talkin bout exploitation, the actuation of emaciation and corporations’
flagellation, talkin bout life on live tv, dictated by bedtimes, punctuated by stop signs, ended
by dead lines, talkin bout big brother, and thatcher, his mother. hypertension, CAPITULATION.
talkin bout school as a dream and an ambition. talkin bout secret wars, north against south.
talkin bout a child soldier dying with the name of his mamma in his mouth. talkin bout
cutting the NHS, but leaving the army killers intact. talkin bout invading iran or iraq or india
or SOMEPLACE LIKE THAT. talkin bout growin’ and sellin’ smack, or starvin’, simple as that.
talkin bout drinking tea grown from the blood of children. talkin bout slavery - yeah SLAVERY
- you heard me. talkin bout menezes shot dead by london police. talkin bout badges and
armories for some klansman on your street. talkin bout thousands of miles of rainforest
disappearing this year. talkin bout no more trees so no more air; wouldn’t that be fair? i’m
talking about guantanamo bay. talkin bout guantanamo, the concentration camp in occupied
cuban territory, occupied by the U S of A. talkin bout what’s fair? talkin bout the siege of an
island for having more ideal ideals, then talking bout how bad medical resources are there.
talkin bout training terrorist “freedom fighters” to bring peace to a peaceful place. yeah,
you’re talking about hypocrisy there.

Hangetsu
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Poem for Paul
(USAF, Iraq, 2005)
The waving flags, the cheering crowds,
the papers screaming duty just hold the moment in your heart,
its strange, compelling beauty.
But when they take the body count,
with battles lost or won,
remember, flags are bits of rag
when all is said and done.

Phil Carradice
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How green is my valley?
The valley’s sides are green once more the landscape’s rich, the people poor.
Where once King Coal and iron ruled.
Where men in servitude were schooled,
where women waited, children cried,
now dreams have turned, then kicked and died.
Here street gangs wait, roads lined with trash,
where dealers lurk and sell their stash
to teenage mothers, grubby kids
with sores and scabs like dustbin lids.
And miners now, you’ll only see them
in heritage and folk museums.
The shops are closing, windows broken,
but only platitudes are spoken.
For culture’s dead, there are no jobs,
and deprivation just breeds yobs.
The valley’s sides are gren once more but beauty’s now a rancide whore!

Phil Carradice
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Dog-hour

Four in the afternoon
but I share the city centre
with Big Issue sellers
and other down-and-outs
with hats
wide open stomachs
few coins shine
like needle-points
their stooping dogs
hang heads
like pack animals
whose backs
have been permanently bent
by their burdens
it is February
it is dog-hour
on the pavements
from the drains
(like the once brewery
tea-bag smell
pervaded the streets)
nobody buys the pound-bag bananas maybe it’s the rumour
of snow on a north wind
or Millwall supporters
coming to trash the “Owain Glyndwr”
dog-hour and only
a nearly empty
bottle of plonk
is insulation
is sleep-bringer
winter’s blue uniform
the one
you cannot change its badge of terror.

Mike Jenkins
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The Daffodil Home
The Old Folks’ Home is called The Daffodil,
it looks like another office block,
it has no grounds, a patch of green,
its front door white as a pill.
The large sign painted outside
is the only colour on its facade,
though the foyer is bright and welcoming
and Matron’s office shines her pride.
The lounge is dingy and peeling
where the TV flickers all day,
as the medication trolley is pushed
between jaws of floor and ceiling.

The old people sit in a stupor
miming their memories to each other,
but never quite reading their lips
which are numbed to analgesia.
Hardly a word, smile or a song
is fed to them between mealtimes,
when harassed staff are rushing
for wages that would drive to crime.
Their savings fall to the ground
easy as countless tears ignored,
the Zimmers, sticks and wheelchairs
never seem to reach the door.
The owners appear so seldom
like landlords looting the rent,
they live in five-car houses
where time is always spent.

The Daffodil is never swaying,
it never dances in the breeze,
its yellow is the pallor of skin
and it is stiff with a disease.
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Mike Jenkins

NHS: The New Order
“Excellence in financial management is the prerequisite for high-quality
sustainable services” - Secretary of State for Health Patricia Hewitt calling for an
end to “handout culture” in the NHS and demanding that financial management
be put ahead of clinical objectives.
If you see Patricia Hewitt being knocked down by a bus
start no panic, stir no frenzy, cause no uproar, make no fuss.
Simply follow the instructions and procedures she insists on
(only dirty bolshie rotters claim the sick are getting pissed on).
While she’s groaning in the gutter and her blood is flowing free
and through her skin the bones stick out a touch alarmingly
find a phone and call the number she has ruled serves victims best
(it’s an ill wind, trust me, brother - here’s our chance to run a test).
Now it isn’t for the ambulance, it isn’t nine-nine-nine,
but if Hewitt has the right to things it’ll serve the stricken fine.
It will bring no paramedics, zero doctors, not a nurse
(they’re out of date, and cost a bit as well, which is much worse).
It summons a chap who, if you’re sick, must be accorded precedence
ahead of all consultant types and registrars and residents.
Her brave new NHS is having lift-off here today,
so let her writhe and groan and weep: the accountant’s on his way.

Alun Rees
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Incapacity Benefit: The Blair Gospel
“Jesus saith unto him, Rise, take up thy bed, and walk” (John 5:8)
John Hutton was New Labour true,
a reformer brave and bold
who warmed the heart of Tony Blair
cos he did as he was told.
Now Blair had sworn a mighty oath
to end taxpayers’ pain
by chivvying wasters off the sick
and back to work again.

But even in New Labour’s ranks
this prompted some dismay.
“Some of the lame are really lame,”
Blair heard the fainthearts say.
So Blair called Hutton to the flag
to right the situation,
releasing him upon the sick
like gas or radiation.

And Hutton gave to slackers all
benefit of advice:
“That’s all the benefit you’ll get
if I have to tell you twice.

“So climb up off your beds and walk.
You can’t lie there and shirk.
No arms? No legs? No matter - we
have ways to make you work.”

“Who do you think you are?” cried some.
“Are you trying to duplicate
Jesus Christ and his miracle
(John, chapter five, verse eight)?”

“No, no,” said Hutton. “That’s not me,
but if you look over there
you’ll see Jesus Christ and God and the Holy Ghost.”
They looked, and saw Tony Blair.
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Alun Rees

Coal
Dragged damp from the earth’s insides, crackspit coal
hissed earth’s indignation. It seemed to curse
users hugging the grate, warmth being precious
in those dank and draughty days.
A reluctant provider, such coal, a quarter rock
and another quarter the coalman trailed
tramping hall and living-room to deposit his sackload
in the cwtch out back.
What was left to burn was furious stuff,
wild with wetness. Well, that was a rainy land
and coal had once been trees, carboniferous giants
drenched, doubtless, by downpours to match.
And don’t forget the blood and sweat of the colliers.
Maybe all that cracking and hissing was to remind us
that history may leave echoes of its passage
like the snarls of hurt creatures.

Alun Rees
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Oh no, I’ve won the Lotto
I hate the lottery,
it’s the monotony
of the regular down-payments on a permanent lobotomy.
So why’d I buy a ticket? I’m a stupid get
but I did it as a form of Russian Roulette,
and when you don’t wanna win, it’s a pretty good bet,
but then the finger got me - now I’m starting to regret
that I ever took a risk on having so much cash to spend,
it may sound easy, but it wasn’t in the end,
cos now I’ve got the perfect bathroom and I’ve gotta pretend
that I wanna get it all ripped out and get it done again
... in avocado.
I hate the lottery,
it’s the monotony
of the regular down-payments on a permanent lobotomy.
I used to have friends - now all I’ve got’s a load of cash,
they all said I was tight or else they said I was too flash.
I’ve got no-one left to bring along to me big birthday bash,
so I think I’ll slit me wrists, cos then at least I’ll make a splash.
I miss the good old days when life was simple, I was thinner,
and a Chinese meal was my idea of going out for dinner.
I said money wouldn’t change me but I know now I’m a sinner
cos the only birthday card I got was signed by Michael Winner.

Mick Parkin
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Autobiography
September 1964/March 2004
When I was five
my father drove us
from Portsmouth to Qatar
in his new Jaguar
and what I remember
was the drive across the desert of Iraq
and a LandRover full of the Sheikh’s men
pulling us out of the sand
again and again
returning for us
feeding us
and leading us
to Baghdad.
Tonight, in Wales,
the TV screen shows that place ablaze
as shock-and-awe destruction
sinks in
and I can only think
of that bright sun on my young head
and the feeling I couldn’t then name
of being part of a circle in the sand, sharing rice.

Fiona Owen
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Magda’s Song
No rest, we walk on in silence.
But for the weeping
and the whimpers of the children
there are no words and my name is lost.
My husband of fifty-two years an old man, his veins hardening
and his back weakened from a life of work they took, tore from me though I feel to my knees
and beggingly clutched at the legs of men
who held our lives at gun-point.
What use is he, an old man like him?
No threat to your regime!
But my words were kicked to the door
and out into the mud. See I have the bruises
though they are numb.
Some of the men they left undead - few whose hands still fluttered like shot birds
who think they may yet fly. The rest
they made cattle of, carted off
and oh, that ripped last look he gave me,
my husband of fifty-two years.
Soon we will reach the border
and though I pray with each step I take
for these young ones, these babes,
these widow girls and broken mothers,
for myself, I have nothing to ask.
My feet stumble forwards following
my townsfolk to some sanctuary (they say)
getting away with life still somehow breathing us.
But my sould is not in this nameless shell it has spilled out. It is back with the whining dogs,
and the flies already feeding off the dead wounds
of my husband, of fifty-two years.

Fiona Owen
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Reflection on the Second Iraqi War
“My dad was once the President
and made his lasting mark
forming a multi-nation front
campaigning in Iraq.
But then,” complained George Walker Bush,
“it all seemed so unfair.
The voters gave my Dad the push.”
“How very sad” said Blair.
“What made the whole thing so much worse,
what drove me nearly mad,
Saddam Hussein as President
still strutting in Baghdad.
The shame, the insult and the slight
were more than I could bear.
I longed to knock him off his perch.”
“Please, can I help?” said Blair.
“But sadly that won’t seem enough
for general persuasion.
We’ll have to find some stronger stuff
to justify invasion.
We’ll talk of rockets, nukes and germs,
and paralyse with fear
the public; and if that won’t serve... “
“We’ll sex it up,” said Blair.
So off they went and sent in troops
to rocket, bomb and strafe.
Is this how you win hearts and minds?
It is? Don’t make me laugh.
“We’ve dumped Saddam, we’re in Iraq,
we’ve flattened all that’s there.
But how do we get out again?”
“I’ve no idea,” said Blair.

David Holliday
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The house of the setting sun

“become a rag again and the poorest may wave you”
- Pier Paolo Pasolini, “To the red flag”
I put my mouth in your misery, New Orleans,
inundated and soaking with death.
Here lies: war lies piled so high, this floating
prison of a cemetery cries out of rage
at the end of its breath. Here, in the last delta,
Desire lies on its side, is rolled, and rolled
over upon by its own government, and crushed.
Summertime is over and the livin’ is dead,
and ‘round midnight all hopes are looted.
No one will come clean of the Katrina
of New Orleans in this sinking
House of the Setting Sun.
Bodies so black and so blue from loving
what wouldn’t spit on their shoes if they
needed a shine. Let alone a dime. Or water.
America, you were always scorched earth
in our mouths, always a baptism of crap,
always a rain of disaster streaming
down the panes of our broken eyes.
Now our rags are the most torn,
our jazz the most blue, our poor the poorest
that can be worn in the soul’s thrift-shop.
Now that all is lost and there’s only nothing
to lose... “Long live the courage
and the sorrow and the innocence of the poor!”
The real flag’s in tatters.
Begin to wave it.

Jack Hirschman
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Dirty tricks

The scientist awakes from a guilt-ridden sleep, to an eerie
demeanour of disillusion and disgust.
Sucking in the nicotine from his first cigarette, his choking
turns to nausea.
Morning light fills his study relentlessly, shadowing his
broken-hearted, bitterness.
All day he replays the events of combative argument, finding
no peace or security for his conscience.
Smouldering with suppressed rage, cognising the mystery of
death.
Stretching out to the bathroom cabinet, pocketing the
powerful analgesics.
From the mirror, white eyes gaze back; questioning his
reasoning.
The enchanted woodland calls with primeval rendering and
promise of embrace.
The damp, green fields allude to his shining fantasy, as his
feet pound the miles.
Pop a pill.
Traitor! Whistleblower! Liar!
Traitor! Whistleblower! Liar!
Traitor! Whistleblower! Liar!
Fool for searching!
Fool for talking!
Fool for caring!
Opportunist!
“Call yourself an expert?!”
Pop a pill.
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Dirty tricks
Select committee!
Walter Mitty!
Dirty tricks.
Dirty tricks.
Official secrets?
Walter Mitty?
Idealist?
B. liar, Billy Liar, Blair!
Scapegoat!
Pop a pill.
Traitor! Whistleblower! Liar!
Traitor! Whistleblower! Liar!
Traitor! Whistleblower! Liar!
Fool for searching!
Fool for caring!
Fool for talking!
Opp-or-tunist?
“Call yourself a neck-spurt?!”
Pop a pill.
Select committee!
Walter Mitty!
What a pity!
Dirty tricks.
Official secrets!
Malter Witty!
Shitty, shitty, shitty!
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Dirty tricks
B. liar, Billy Liar, Blair!
Pop a pill.
Stripped and belittled.
Keep - on - walking.
Left, left - left, right, left.
Left, left - left, right, left.
Keep on going.
Pounding, pounding.
Time to pop a pill.
Beech trees calling.
Almost there.
Almost there.
Swooooooosh swooooooosh
Sanctuary at last.
Bluebells?
Purple glitter.

Lorraine Parker
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ASBOs
ASBOs!
Anti-Social Behaviour Orders!
That’s the way to control the yobos!?
to take on the hard-nuts
to sort out the hoodies
from the decent kids,
( except when they wear sensible
hoods against the rain.)
ASBO!
A Simple-minded Banal Order!
That’s the way to control children
in bus shelters, where they loiter
in the community centres
of the grunt period of
their youth and self-learning,
child to adult, the hardest part.
ASBOs!
All Short-sighted Brutal Opinions
Doncha love em?
Slick and simple, they’re
a spin-masters’ dream!
To be strong against crime,
the magistrates imprison people when
they do something that isn’t a crime!
ASBO!
A Strict Blunt Orthodoxy.
born of the unholy alliance of
Blair and the right-wing Press
united in simplistic slogans,
living in a black and white world
defining what they see as anti-social behaviour
that causes alarm, distress and harassment.
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ASBOs
ASBO!
A Stupid Bloody Operation
unless they use them against
the serious criminals, who get away with it
when they close factories, sacking workers
to make money at the drop of a hat?
Anti-social? How about that
for causing alarm, distress and harassment?
ASBO!
Anti-Social Behaviour Orders!
Why don’t they use them against
the people who break important laws?
Hey, what do you call a guy
who sends in armed thugs
to terrorise people in their homes?
The Right Honourable Mr. Blair.

Tim Richards
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Logomania
I hate labels.
Gucci or pakky,
Nikes or dykes,
Chanel or chav,
Virgin or slut.
They are nimble symbols,
bubbles, air with a veneer
of soap; which burst
when reality touches,
leaving no meaning

Tim Richards
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Not the ‘T’-word
It’s not ‘T’, it’s ‘enhanced questioning’.
‘Water-boarding’ is something

they’d have to pay for at the funfair.
They say we soak them in icy water,

and make them stand naked in cells.

But do they tell you how hot it is there?
We only remove toenails

in the interests of hygiene,
as part of a pedicure.

Kidnapping, drugging and blindfolding
are not often part of our game.

And when we do some feature reassignment
or limb realignment

we’re just keeping the free world safe
for Western Values and democracy.

Raymond Humphreys
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The ID of it

These little cards are a great idea.

They’ll protect you from terrorist attack.

All you have to do is hold them over your head
and hope for the best.

Then they’ll safeguard you from identity theft
as long as you don’t mind us

picking your pockets to provide them.

So make sure that you don’t lose them -

you wouldn’t want them to fall into the wrong hands.
And we’re sure you won’t mind if we

sell your details to our commercial sponsors.
You did ask that we keep costs down.
You can earn reward points

by thinking the right thoughts
and voting the right way.

We’re considerate like that.
And, despite what they say,

carrying them will be entirely voluntary
for at least the first six months.
Just as long as you don’t mind
being an un-person

if we ever catch you without one.

Raymond Humphreys
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All instant bar-room referees
The start of another Six Nations’ game,
so we all packed in the pub.
Beer flowing, widescreen TV
and the free-at-halftime grub.
Well, we all ended up in the Toby Jug,
where Brian the landlord tried hard to please.
He’d placed televisions both ends of the bar
and in between, there’s us, all instant bar-room referees.
The pub packed with wall-to-wall experts
and we all agreed the same,
we all knew better than the ref on the pitch
it was obvious he knew nothing about the game.
Abuse and insults were thrown at the telly,
opinions were flowing free,
well, what do you expect when every man in the place
was an expert bar room referee?
There were shouts of “That was never a knock on!”
“Aww, come on ref, that was a forward pass!”
and “how come that was a penalty,
you must have your head stuck up your arse?”
Well the arguments continued after the game,
but every man could see
if should have been one of us reffing the match.
I mean, we were all expert instant bar room referees.
We left the pub about half past stop tap,
my wallet decisively thinner,
but we’ll finish this debate watching Scrum Five
down the club Sunday, after dinner.
Come the next match we’ll all be there
and every man in every pub in the land will agree
when the whistle blows to start the game,
we’ll all become an instant bar-room referee.

John Davies
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In the eyes of the beholder
Tell me once again
how beautiful the Valleys are now.
Now the winding gear no longer spoils the
skyline,
and the hillside green once more.
No slag heaps left to scar the horizon.
I can not see this beauty,
yet I am not blind.
Where is the beauty of youngsters
hanging around street corners,
with drug- and alcohol-glazed eyes?
Where is the beauty of mugged pensioners,
too afraid to leave their lonely one-room
council flats,
of raped mothers, of abused children,
of joyriders, arson, burglary
and no prospect for the future?
At least with the ugliness came work with work pride and respect.
No padlocked, steel-shuttered shop doors,
no bricked-up chapel windows
or park and cemetery gates locked after dark.
With precision cosmetics you can cover old
scars,
but in doing so you open up deeper, uglier scars.
Tell me once again how beautiful the Valleys are
now.
Then take another look.

John Davies
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The socialist bird

Down in the valley
something stirred.
It was the sound
of the socialist bird.
Wake up comrades!
it called one day.
Put your left foot
forward I say.

The socialist bird
was drenched in red.
The people were staggered.
They thought it was dead.
The socialist bird
cried out anew remember the future
belongs to you!

The socialist bird
flew like a dart
with the word Brotherhood
blazed on its heart.

The people all cheered.
Their moment had come.
The reds were triumphant.
The blues were struck dumb.
But then came a cry
and then came a wail.
The socialist bird
had started to fail.

It flapped and it faltered
a terrible sight.
The people all willed it
to put up a fight.
The socialist bird
lay still on the earth.
Not dead but asleep,
awaiting rebirth.

Herbert Williams
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Elegy for a chip-shop owner
After the funeral:
nowhere to go
and nothing to do
so I pass an hour
looking for graves
of people I knew
and, purely by chance
in all that wilderness
of cold and chiselled stone
I come upon you - Guiseppe,
your living image
screwed on granite:
wan blur of a face
last seen
through a cloud of steam
on a heaving Saturday night
five weeks ago.
No-one told me you were dead cashed in your chips for good
battered your final cod.
Your only customer today,
I pause to remember,
pay you my dues
for the miracle
of your pies and fishes,
wrapped now forever
in warm memories
of grease and vinegar
seeping through
yesterday’s news.

Alan Perry
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The new kitchen
We were never sure if Miss Karleene was a woman.
She wore a muumuu, bright print, slip-on pumps
and carried her Pomeranian pupply under layers of arm.
Always a beach bag packed in the trunk
and plastic forks and napkins and skeeter spray in the glove
like she was about to go somewhere.
But she wouldn’t
on account of the new kitchen.
The out-of-state sheriff neckdeep, found her there
face down. Joked she looked like a tethered blimp
’cause she just seemed to bob, anchored
by her nightgown twisted round the faucet.
A rat resting on her back, sclerotic, still reached down
from the tiny square of an attic.
Her laundry floated round her like petals.

Clare Potter
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Let’s just party
Politicians... here to please... to please themselves...
Politicians... here to help... to help themselves...
Elected to help, elected to please,
toothy smiles and bags of sleaze.
Put your faith in a TESSA
but not Tessa Jowell;
put your fingers up to Two Jags
and get a punch or a scowl.
There was a cause for major concern
when John was in a hurry he told Edwina he liked her eggs
but still preferred a curry.
And dear old Ron is also gone,
though I heard he was a bit of a cadger,
caught out of town with his particulars down was he looking for beaver?
No, I think it was a badger!
Look at the way they all shoved and shouted
when Mark went for rent
and then he was outed.
There’s lot of ins and outs with the Lib Dem pact
- and Cherie’s quids in with the Human Rights Act.
There’s freedom of speech, not not for me
in this Nanny State and the world of PC.
And at the height of political tension
I’m not guaranteed to receive a pension is an ISA nicer?
How do I choose?
Heads they win and tails I lose.
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Let’s just party
And if you want to become a Lord
just boost the coffers of Chancellor Gord.
The fantasy of Mr Brown
is ultimately the PM’s crown!
And they tell us to trust in Mr Blair...
you have his promise and his bond but then again - he’s rarely at Number 10,
he’s always ‘over the Pond”!
But come on you Brits,
let’s keep a stiff upper lip.
The state of the country’s
just a temporary blip.
Eat your GM foods,
they will make you hale and hearty,
but it’s all a game
and they’re all the same,
so come on, and let’s just party!

Sylvia Crocker
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The sport of savages

asylum seeker in the forest
runs blind into thicket thorn
arteries pump fear-fed blood through beautiful body
foreign
as locals beat the path to redemption
cuts his legs on hounds teeth bite
stumbles like a stunned boxer
though here,
there are no ropes to save
here,
its the glaring eyes of xenophobia
the vocabulary of righteousness
the mouth of vengeance
disguised in the smile of savages
bathed in the oxymoronics of human rights and countryside
alliances
of culture and conservation
as the asylum seeker in the forest
falls to the ground
scared scarred and shish kebab skewered
on a pissed night in oxfordshire
he takes to ground
clutching soil licking grass
as the spectators surround
and hiss and claw and point and jaw
as he digs and digs
away from the disappearing sky
as it all goes black
spews back memory of other tunnels, other places,
other hauntings
other huntings
as outside,
the baying masses take communion with their unnatural nature
glimpses of red
white
and blue
someone lets the dogs attack
everything bleeds red
the asylum seeker in the forest is dragged dazed and dying
out of its den
surrounded by freedom
the virus attacks,
bones wracked
as collapsed lungs sing,
its neck is broken
the blood river flows
as if returning home
away from here
away from here
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The sport of savages
the game is over
the crowd disperse
work finished
carcass discarded
the prize
from new zealand prime rib
blood dripping
wine from france
and perhaps a little caviar
as the dogs clamped like guantanamo

the asylum seeker in the forest
is invisible
is silence
as inside the lodge
the talk is of victory,
keepingn britain for the british
and the right of free speech
and assembly and the need to place terrorist suspects under house
arrest
a sport for savages
for queen and country
the language of damage
the moral right to liberty

no asylum given in this land
upon this earth
only the derelict dance of class and tradition
the right of the righteous
the epitomy of moral contradiction
so next time you pass this clearing of red white and blue
remember
who assembled here, who sparked the terror, who hid the truth
remember
grave
the asylum seeker in the forest an unmarked
the earth holds what the earth gave

Patrick Jones
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Bob Dylan, Cardiff, Wales
(for Anna, my daughter)

White man, white hat,
a rolling stone cat,
blues fused with rock and scat.
Tumbledown games
with stories and names,
an old cowboy who maims.
Busker of life,
electrified strife
as truth cuts like a knife.

Like Blind McTell,
you’re lost in a spell
with a soul you won’t sell.
Welder of woes,
each word against foes
like a murder of crows.

Folk boy turned lord,
a double-edged sword
when your voice meets a chord.
Circus singer,
poet and swinger,
the night’s magic bringer.

Wyatt Earp coat,
all grief in your throat
for the lines that you wrote.
Doctor of song,
all’s right and all’s wrong
when the journey’s so long.

Minstrel of rhyme,
still doing your time,
you’re still doing you’re time,
singing like talking as if it’s a crime.

Peter Thabit Jones
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Georgie
“Little lamb, who made thee?”
- William Blake
Georgie had a little lamb,
his fleece was white as snow
and everywhere that Georgie went
the lamb went, eyes aglow.
They flew off to Iraq one day
and got in quite a fix;
Bullets were flying everywhere,
camels were shitting bricks.
Georgie did a runner, but
the little lamb got stuck.
Over came the bombers and
the lamb was blown to fuck.
Bugger me! Simple Georgie thought,
Collateral damage! Still,
there’s plenty lambs where he came from;
It must have been God’s will.

Richard Poole
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Birthday Carol for my son
October 4th 2005

Close the book for today.
I want to hide away.
Pretend
I've read someone else's lines.
Come back my lovely, come back...
Let me hear your voice.
Feel your face.
Take your arm as we cross the road.
Come back my lovely, come back...
I've made your favourite dinner
Welsh Black with Yorkshire puds;
mine are the best, you said.
There's trifle with raspberries,
bread-and-butter pudding with beaten
eggs, nutmeg and plenty of milk.
Brie, with Arabic and Kendal,
sparkle and maybe a drop of Armagnac.
Come back my lovely, come back...
I want to see the Speedwell
in your eyes.
No, it's not a surprise party.
Just you and me, Mamgu
Tania and Brendon, like the days
in Prospect Place.
Come my lovely, come...
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Birthday Carol for my son
The balloons are rising to the ceiling;
there's a gold star overhead.
The house is filled with butterflies,
Orange Tips, Admirals and your special
Holly Blue. John Coltrane is moaning
on the stereo. Betsi dog is waiting
at the door.
Come back my lovely...
I've made a chocolate birthday cake
with Ladybirds
from rum marzipan. I couldn't
manage all the candles. So I've piped
the years
beneath your name CERI.
Come back...
Come...
to celebrate the Fortieth
year of your birth.

Letitia Anne Rhys
in honour of my son Ceri Evans October 4 1965-August 3 2002
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